94   DR. BARNARDO: PHYSICIAN, PIONEER, PROPHET
When Barnardo engaged the Assembly Rooms, he knew
well that he was launching upon a scheme much more
adventurous and difficult than any he had piloted before.
His pioneer work in Dublin, though strenuous, had been
conducted on a small scale. "Ernest Street" was packed
when one hundred children found shelter within its walls:
while, as for the donkey-shed school, its size may be gauged
from the fact that it was rented for two shillings and sixpence
a week. Indeed, as an experiment, there is no evidence that
the donkey-shed school, per se, was a success; its life seems
to have been brief, and had it not been instrumental in
discovering Jim Jarvis, it probably would have been
obliterated from the record of Barnardo's work. Looking
back, it is memorable only as a stepping-stone toward
better wrought-out schemes.
The opening of the Assembly Rooms, however, Barnardo
considered a great missionary venture, and the inaugural
ceremony was planned with care. On November 5th, 1867,
the scheme was started by a free tea-meeting attended by
"no less than 2,347 rough lads, young men, girls, young
women and children, a large proportion of the older ones
being thieves and poor lost girls". The filling of these
hungry stomachs had to be executed in relays, but Bar-
nardo had around him a valiant body of voluntary workers,
and by united endeavours all were provided with "a plentiful
tea"; yet so economically was this feat performed that an
examination of the Balance Sheet shows the total expense
to have been £27 35. i id.—just under threepence per head.
This achievement illustrates Barnardo's organizing genius.
All the tea was made on the premises, all the labour was
voluntary, and the huge supply of bread, butter, jam, cake,
etc., was provided by friends at cost price. Every penny
was made to do double work.
The feeding of this multitude was an unconditional
success; but, of the deeper purpose of the undertaking, the
same could not be said. In his First Occasional Record, Bar-

